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Abstract

Literatures proposed that culture does influence the success of leadership communication. Mahathir was criticised to be a leader who promotes the betterment of the majority community and marginalised the Indians. Despite of that, the Indians in Malaysia showed advancement in various sectors including politics, economy and social. Therefore, this exploratory study aims to bridge the gap by investigating the attributes that link between Mahathir’s leadership communication and Indian community. Qualitative methodology was utilized and data were collected through a series of intensive interviews with 15 informants consists of Indian political, non-governmental organisation and community representatives. Based on the thematic analysis, two main attributes that strongly link to Indian culture were identified: leadership communication conception (Sattva Guna) and characteristics of good leadership communication (Sattva characteristics). This study has contributed to enhance understanding of leadership communication from multi-cultural context, specifically about the Indian’s cultural conceptions.
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Abstrak

Literatur mengemukakan bahwa budaya mempengaruhi keberhasilan komunikasi kepemimpinan. Mahathir dikritik sebagai pemimpin yang mempromosikan perbaikan komunitas mayoritas dan memarginalkan orang India. Meskipun demikian, orang India di Malaysia menunjukkan kemajuan di berbagai sektor termasuk politik, ekonomi dan sosial. Oleh karena itu, penelitian eksplorasi ini bertujuan untuk menelajah kesenjangan dengan menyelidiki atribut yang menghubungkan antara komunikasi kepemimpinan Mahathir dan komunitas India. Metodologi kualitatif digunakan dan data dikumpulkan melalui serangkaian wawancara intensif dengan 15 informan yang terdiri dari perwakilan politik komunitas India, organisasi non-pemerintah dan masyarakat. Berdasarkan analisis tematik, dua atribut utama dalam penelitian, diidentifikasi sebagai: konsepsi komunikasi kepemimpinan (Sattva Guna) dan karakteristik komunikasi kepemimpinan yang baik (karakteristik Sattva). Studi ini berkontribusi untuk meningkatkan pemahaman tentang komunikasi kepemimpinan dari konteks multi-budaya, khususnya mengenai konsepsi budaya India.

Kata Kunci: Perubahan Sosial, Sensitivitas Budaya, Minoritas, Komunikasi Kepemimpinan antar Etnis.
Introduction

Researches on transformational leadership theory for more than twenty-five years proved the effect of transformational leadership on followers’ attitude and behaviours (Mhatre & Riggio, 2014) and it was evident that there is sufficient conceptual gap in understanding the functionality of transformational leadership theory (Fairhurst & Connaughton, 2014; Van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013; Yukl, 2006). However, it was found that research investigating the transformational leadership theory from a contextual perspective was still underdeveloped, specifically the type of leaders’ behaviour in a cultural context and how does it affects followers was still not fully explored (Ayman & Korabik, 2010). Consistent with the idea, Burns (1978) indicated that transformational leadership theory which explains the quality of a leader who possesses cultural knowledge of his followers will be able to promote the betterment among followers. Further, Singh and Bhandarker (1990) also strongly asserted that the change in society by a leader would be successful when a leader able to identify the culture of his or her followers.

It was further supported by Kanungo and Misra (2004) who stated that transformational leadership is influenced by culture. However, it was apparent that fewer studies have been conducted focusing on transformational leadership theory on the cultural context, specifically exploring transformational leadership theory in a multicultural context (Lynn-Sze & Ahmad, 2017; Yukl, 2006). Studies conducted mainly focused on western based context and treated the society as homogenous, such as GLOBE study (Hofstede & Minkov, 2010). However, scholars argued that the leadership outcome varies across cultural context or heterogeneous society. For instance, Graen (2006) criticizes the multicultural perspective that was overlooked in GLOBE study. This is consistent with the discussion by Bass, (1990); Chemers and Ayman (1993) who stated that leadership prototypes and conceptions vary from one culture to another and they have dramatically brought different implications in different multicultural contexts. Andreouli (2013) also pointed out that many researchers failed to discuss the diversity of society. Indeed, it shows the need to explore transformational leadership theory in a multi-cultural context or heterogeneous society. Hence, this study provides a new dimension to leadership communication from multi-cultural context, specifically leadership communication involving two communities of difference cultures. It is important to investigate leadership communication in a multi-cultural country because culture and religion of communities plays an important role in creating differences between different ethnic groups in countries like Malaysia (Beyer, 1999).

Literatures proved that a leader could successfully bring some developments in society if he or she could communicate successfully with his or her followers through a good understanding of cultural values of followers (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). This is because a leader would be able to understand his or her follower’s needs and requirements and fulfill them accordingly. Thus, this study viewed culture as an important element in drive changes in society. Based on Bass (1999), it was understood that through the shared goals set by a leader, a leader able to influence followers. Lord, Brown, and Freiberg (1999) also emphasised that leaders could affect followers’ attitude and behaviour by influencing their values. By understanding the relationship between leadership communication and culture, this explores Mahathir’s leadership communication in Malaysia from Indians cultural perspective.

In general, there were many studies conducted to analyse the assumptions of leadership theories but most focusing on western countries (Beyer, 1999; Lynn-Sze, Yusof, & Ahmad, 2014). However, the cross cultural studies proved that not all the
assumptions of the theories are applicable to all cultures in the world (Hofstede, 2001; Smith & Peterson, 2002). Studies proved that different leadership style produce different outcomes in different cultural context (Paramova & Blumberg, 2017; Smith & Peterson, 2002) Furthermore, in the best knowledge of the researcher, there were fewer studies has been conducted relating to leadership communication and cultural perspective. Hence, it is important to investigate Mahathir’s leadership communication from the Indian religion (Hinduism) perspective which could provide a new dimension in leadership communication studies in the Indians’ cultural perspective. Also, House and Aditya (1997) claimed that there were more than 3000 studies listed by Bass (1990) mainly focused on the relationship between leaders and their immediate followers, however those studies neglected the aspect of cultural context and the rapport of leaders and followers who belong to different culture.

Since the independence in 1957, Malaysian politics were based by ethnicity (Ayodurai, Yahaya, & Zainuddin in Bhopal and Rowley, 2005) Malaysia is a country with a multiracial society. The government always provides a special care and attention to the issues related to different ethnicity, and as an evident, government implemented culture based public policy to avoid any racial conflict to create a positive environment (Gudykunst & Nishida, 2001; Hall & Lord, 1995). In contrast, after the 1969 race riots, a manifestation of inter-ethnic conflict over the distribution of political and economic power, there was ethnocentric development characterised by a National Ideology (Rukunegara), attempting to create a basic consensus on communal issues to constrain the more extreme demands of some ethnic groups (Means, 1991). It is evident that culture plays an important role which could be seen through the existence of specific-ethnic based political parties which represent different cultural groups such as Malayan Indian Congress (MIC), United Malaya National Organisation (UMNO) and Malayan Chinese Association (MCA) (Dahles & Leng, 2014).

Cultural sensitivity or inter-ethnic relations is a major challenge to the social stability of Malaysia (Baharuddin, 2005; Taman & Krauss, 2017). Mahathir as the longest serving Prime Minister has been viewed as a leader who was more concerned with the majority community (Malay communal) that he represented and marginalized the Indian communal in Malaysia (Kailasam, 2015; Wain, 2012). However, interestingly, despite many issues under the leadership of Mahathir, the Indian community in Malaysia recorded improvements in various fields (see Table 7 Incidence of Poverty by Ethnic Group, Strata and State, Malaysia, 1970-2014, for complete data) and secondly, the cultural sensitivity among non-Muslim towards Muslims was better (Saad, 2012). This situation could be explained through leadership communication theories such as transformational leadership theory which explains that culture play an important role in facilitating the leadership communication process between leader and follower, for instance, the quality of a leader who possesses cultural knowledge of his followers will be able to promote betterment of followers (Bakar, Jian, & Fairhurst, 2014; Kanungo & Misra, 2004). Lynn-Sze et al. (2014) also strongly asserted that the change in society by a leader would be successful when a leader is able to identify the culture of his or her followers. Present studies found that Indian philosophy provides a clear understanding of an individual’s mental make-up which could be explained through Vedanta philosophy. The philosophy explains that different people have different qualities that influence their attitudes and behaviors in daily life (Davis, 2014).

Besides that, it was found that there were many researches relating Islamic conception and leadership conducted by Tayeb (1997), Beekun and Badawi (2005);
Abuznaid (2005). And studies relating Chinese philosophy and leadership were also conducted relating to Confucius, Lao Tzu & Sun Tzu (Art of War) (Muniapan, 2006). Furthermore, there are also ample of researches on Mahathir’s leadership focusing on various perspectives conducted since 1990 (Ahmad Atory, 1997; Rusdi & Sivamurugan, 2006) However, it was apparent that research works in analysing modern leadership practices from the communication and Indian cultural perspectives are indeed limited (Muniapan, 2006). Therefore, this study is expected to fill in the gap by exploring Mahathir’s leadership communication from the Indians’ cultural(religion) perspective; hence this study could enrich and contribute to the body of knowledge, leadership communication by providing some references to the society, specifically the leaders to understand and manage a minority community towards social change.

Literature Review

Culture is viewed as an on-going recreation of meaning and it is within an individual (Gardenswartz, Rowe, A., Digh, & Bennett, 2003). This idea is consistent with the concept of leadership communication which refers to the process of creating meaning. Thus, culture and leadership communication are bound together, and a leader creates and adapts to the culture (Barrett, 2014).

According to Singh and Krishnan (2007) leadership communication is classified as a social phenomenon, thus, leadership communication is relevant to be explored in conjunction with culture. They also argued that leaders need to be sensitive towards different cultural background of their followers to ensure the needs and requirements of the followers are fulfilled (N. Singh & Krishnan, 2007). Bass (1997) also stated that different behaviours were exhibited by leaders in different cultures. Hence, it is very important for a leader, especially for a transformational leader to be able to adapt their behavior according to different cultural context.

The ability to be sensitive towards different cultures is a very important component of leadership communication, specifically for a transformational leader. Hofstede (1980) stated that a culture consists of different aspects and layered phenomenon within which ‘the collective programming of the human mind occurs’ (Hofstede, 1980). He had identified the link between culture and work-related values. Further, in terms of transformational leadership, he discussed three major elements of transformational leadership which are charisma, individualised consideration and intellectual stimulation, which could influence the culture of a leader’s followers (Hofstede, 1983).

Besides Ergeneli, Gohar, and Temirbekova (2007) explored the relationship between transformational leadership and Hofstede’s (cultural dimensions). Their findings strengthened the study conducted by Bass and Avolio (1994) and concluded that transformational leadership is suitable across various cultures. Furthermore, leadership communication scholars also argued that a good understanding of followers’ culture is very important for a leader to create a strong relationship with followers and gain their strong support (Krishnan, 2002). Leaders also need to establish shared visions for the followers as a guiding principle, which means leaders must be able to create a strong meaning for their followers (Bass, 1990). Thus, this study argues that Mahathir reflected transformational leadership qualities; he introduced and implemented visions and show high commitments and efforts in transforming Malaysians, particularly the Indians to betterment. Regards to that, Mahathir was perceived as a leader who was sensitive towards the culture of his followers, including the Indians, and brought some improvements in Indian community in Malaysia.
Furthermore, a study was conducted by Jung and Avolio (1999) comparing transformational and transactional leadership styles in a cross-cultural context. One of the recent studies related to culture and leadership was conducted by Pauliené (2012) found that the cultural values of followers and leaders influence leadership communication process which emphasises on culture-specific behaviours. Scholars also have examined the relationship between type of culture and the effectiveness of leadership. For instance, Pauliené, (2012) found that Australian and Turkish cultures also advocate for a cordial leader-follower relationship under a transformational leadership style. The transformational leader was regarded as a coordinator who promotes a healthy environment among followers Pauliené (2012). It clearly indicates that cultural knowledge of leaders contributes to effective leadership communication. In another study conducted by Markus and Kitayama (1991) stated that cultural factors affect the basic processes underlying leadership relations. Likewise, leadership prototypes and conceptions vary from one culture to another (Bass, 1990), and they have dramatically brought different implications in different cultural contexts (Ensari & Murphy, 1999). It means a leader needs to understand and fulfill the cultural needs of his or her followers in persuading followers towards social change or shared goals. The cultural context in which a leader and followers interact has strongly influenced the their communication process, especially in a country of multi-ethnic society such as Malaysia. Thus, the next section will discuss the Indian culture and its relationship with leadership communication.

Since the publication of Hofstede’s book in 1980, the influence of culture on the attitude and behaviours of individual gained attention from various researchers (Mohd. Yusoff, Roselina, & Syed Azizi, 2002). Hofstede identified many cultural dimensions and continued to replicate his study across many countries until 2010 with 76 researches on the topic (Hofstede & Minkov, 2010). However, Hofstede (1991) treated Malaysian as a homogenous society by ignoring the different ethnic compositions which made his study questionable. To counter his studies, some follow-up studies were conducted by local researchers showed that each ethnic group is diverse and unique (Mohd. Yusoff et al., 2002).

To further understand the effects of culture on leadership communication process, literature related to the GLOBE (Global Leadership and Organizational Behaviour Effectiveness Research Program) study is explored. One of the questions that was investigated under the GLOBE Study was to what extent do the cultural forces influence the expectation of individuals on the leaders and their behaviour and to what extent will leadership study vary consistently with culturally specific values and expectations. In short, the GLOBE study focuses on the effects of cultures on the practice of leadership across cultures in the world. However, similar to Hofstede’s studies, the 10 year research programme of (GLOBE) treated Malaysia as a homogenous country which neglected the cultural values hold by each ethnic group in the country. The GLOBE study assumed that there is no significant relationship between the different ethnic groups in Malaysia (Kennedy, 2002). Graen (2006) criticised that the GLOBE study has overlooked the cultural diversity element in the country. It is importance of culturally inclusive research to expand related theories and seek in-depth knowledge in cultural context. Therefore, Dahlia (2008) encourages future researchers to conduct research to understand the cultural values between different cultural groups in Malaysia. Consistent with the idea, more researches focusing on cultural difference between different ethnic groups have been conducted, such as Asma and Lim (2001) found that religious values of different ethnic groups creates a significant difference in attitude and behaviour between ethnic
groups in Malaysia. This clearly indicates that the attitude and behaviour of people depends on their culture and so is leadership (Hofstede, 1991; Mohd. Yusoff et al., 2002). Furthermore, cultural values significantly influence leadership process such as the preferred leadership style (Mohd. Yusoff et al., 2002). Thus, the present study is unique as it aims to investigate leadership communication from the Indian cultural perspective.

Malaysia is a multicultural country consists of three main ethnic groups, each has its own cultural practices and values, but living in a harmonious environment (Asma, 1992). Abu Bakar and McCann (2014) stated that though Malaysians who come from different cultures and religions continue to exchange influences and ideas, each community or ethnic group is different from one another. Thus, sensitivity to cultural diversity is important to promote a positive environment and development in Malaysia (Chen & Van Velsor, 1996). According to Wibbeke (2010), a leader with good intercultural communication will be comfortable with any differences that persist in society, especially, in terms of race, ethnicity, culture and belief. The scholar argued that a leader with good intercultural competency possesses knowledge about their social impact on others. Thus, this study perceives culture (religion) as an integral element in leadership communication that bridges the leadership communication between leaders and followers of different ethnic groups. Therefore, in order to communicate effectively, leaders need to understand followers’ cultural value as culture has a great influence on followers (House & Aditya, 1997; Paramita & Carissa, 2018). This element makes leadership communication more dynamic, this study suspects there is a common or shared culture among Indians that made them to accept Mahathir’s leadership. This assumption perceived to be consistent with studies conducted by Asma and Singh, (1992) in Malaysia indicated that ethnic groups in Malaysia have different preference towards leadership. Based on the findings of their study, it was discovered that Indians look forward to have impartial boss-centered leadership, the Chinese want to have a trustworthy leader and Malays prefer a social-centric leader.

In the previous sections, the link between leadership communication and social change, and, leadership communication and culture were explored. Culture contributes to the effectiveness of leadership because it depends on the understanding of a leader towards the needs of the followers (House & Aditya, 1997). According to Bass (1997), although transformational leadership is universal, in order to be transformational, a leader would act differently in different cultural context. This is because culture influences the four components of transformational leadership which are manifested in a leader’s behavior. For instance, a study by Ardichvili and Gasparishvili (2001) discussed that transformational leadership model was the most suitable in four USSR countries. Besides that, articulation of vision which was one the fundamental component of transformational leadership shown to be culturally related varying from public oratory skills in USA to public service by Mother Teresa in India (Smith & Peterson, 2002). Bass (1999) conceded that transformational leadership is authentic because it is incorporating the cultural component which is the fundamental of the leadership. Scholars such as Kanungo and Misra (2004); Khandwalla (1990), argued that transformational leadership is significant in developing countries such as India. This is because transformational leader could address the needs of the follower and stimulate change in society by identifying the unique culture of the followers. Consistent with the idea, Singh and Bhandarker (1990) stated that the change in society by a leader would be successful when a leader is able to identify the cultural sensitivities in the society.
Relating to Indian culture and transformational leadership, according to Krishnan (2002), the Indian culture is facilitating the development of transformational leadership. The Indian civilization is one of the oldest civilisations in the world existing for more than 5000 years and the contribution of India and Indians to this world various fields of knowledge is remarkable. For instance, many ancient literatures such as the 'Valmiki Ramayana', the 'Mahabharata' (includes the 'Bhagavad-Gita'), provide leadership lessons that are relevant to be applied into modern context. Consistent with that, Panda and Gupta (2007) also indicated that leadership studies should focus on development of specific leadership models, which revolve around Indian cultural roots and values. Furthermore, researchers have attempted to explain the relationship between culture and leadership (Choong & Thomas, 1997; Leslie & Van Velsor, 1998). In addition, the scholar has stressed on the need to explore Indian ancient philosophies in the context of modern times (Chinmayanda, 2003). In line with the idea, a study has been conducted by Muniapan (2007) to examine transformational leadership and Valmiki Ramayana (ancient literature) which provide discussion about transformational leadership based on Indian philosophy. Thus, this study expected to relate the Indian philosophy in this context of study specifically focusing on Mahathir's leadership communication which was an evident gap to be filled in. Thus, the present study aimed to explore Mahathir’s leadership communication by exploring ancient Vedic literatures (such as Valmiki Ramayana and Bhagavad-Gita) to understand the influence of Indians’ religion philosophy.

As evidence, in studies conducted by Engardio and McGregor (2006), it was stated that there are various leadership lessons can be found in the ancient Indian scriptures; Bhagavad-Gita and Ramayana and many top business schools in the United States have introduced ‘self-mastery classes’ by using Indian philosophy aimed to improve students’ leadership skills in Rarick & Nickerson (2008). The Bhagavad-Gita is stated as one of the oldest ancient texts in the world which consists of many leadership lessons.

**Methodology**

This study employed the qualitative method to examine the way the Indians perceive leadership communication from the Indian cultural (religion philosophy) perspective. This study posited that qualitative methods enable research studies to capture the complexity of leadership and follower dynamics, including the cultural context (Gordon & Yukl, 2004). In order to get a holistic perspective on leadership communication from Indians cultural perspective, 15 research informants who are Indian political leaders, non-governmental organisation and community representatives were selected using purposive sampling was used based on recommendation by Patton (2002). Based on the recommendation, this study follows the process of selecting informants of the study. Firstly, this study identified the individual who had experienced the phenomena particularly, the Indians who had experienced Mahathir’s leadership (1981-2003). There are a few other criteria involved in selecting the informants of the study; the informants should be Indians, second, they should be a representative of different organisation. They were identified through online search, popularity, peoples’ suggestions and contacts.

Second step, is gaining access to the informants which involve several steps. After conducting the background research of the informants, the researcher contacted the informants who are suitable to fulfill the purpose of the study. After identifying the candidate, the researcher approached the candidate via phone. Upon verbal consent, an email was sent to the candidate along with the informant consent form, interview protocol
and information sheet of the research. Once written consent obtained from the candidate, further arrangement for the interview session was made such as fixing time, date and location of the interview. Upon the arrangement, the informants were interviewed.

All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed. Each interview session lasted between 45 to 60 minutes and proceeded until the data had been saturated. After obtaining informant consent, each informant was asked to verbally respond to the questions on interview protocol. The informants were asked to share their experiences about Mahathir’s leadership communication from the Indian cultural perspective.

Thematic analysis was used to identify, analyse and create a theme for the data collected. Three stages of thematic analysis which are data coding stage, themes developing stage and analytical theme creating stage were applied (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The researcher also used probing questions and created a state of epoche (Amerson, 2011; Bucic, Robinson, & Ramburuth, 2010; Simbolon, 2012). To further enhance data saturation, as per the recommendation of Bernard (2012), this study interviewed informants from various groups such as, Indian political, non-governmental organisation and community representatives. This is to avoid one particular individual who specialized in a field to overshadow the data.

**Results and Discussion**

![Figure 1. Indians Leadership Communication Conception (source: Author's Analysis)](image)

This section provides the results of data analysis obtained from the data collected from 15 informants. The study aims is to investigate the responses of Indians towards the leadership communication conception and its relevancy to Mahathir leadership communication from the Indians’ cultural perspective. The data has been analysed using the NVivo software and the figure above was constructed. Figure 1 shows that there are two themes that could explain the Indians’ leadership communication conception.

**Hindus Definition of Leadership Communication**

Based on the findings of the present study, the Indians have indicated three main ideas in defining leadership communication which are positive attitude, effective communication skills, and leadership style. Discussing positive attitude, the study found that fulfilment of promises and being ethical as important components of leadership communication. A leader need to deliver his promises to the people and nation, and need...
to be an ethical leader. Secondly, in terms of effective communication skills, leadership communication involves effective communication between a leader and followers, including the establishment and articulation of vision for the society and nation, be an active listener, and able to construct and deliver messages effectively. Third, the leadership style. The finding of the present study pointed out that leadership communication involves participatory leadership style which encourages the participation of people in the leadership communication process. Relating the definition of leadership communication provided by the informants to the definition provided by Barrett (2014) who defined leadership communication as a purposeful process of transferring meaning aimed to influence people through effective communication skills and establish positive relationship with the followers by motivating and inspiring them. Analysing the definition provided by Barrett (2014) there are three main components of leadership communication which found to be consistent with the definition reported in the present study; transferring meaning (communication skills: translating visions), establish positive relationship (positive attitude: fulfil promises to the people) and motivate followers to achieve shared goals (leadership style: participatory leadership).

Relating to Bhagavad-Gita, it has categorised people based on three attributes (Gunas); 'sattva', 'rajas' and 'tamas' (Chinmayanda, 2003). According to the Bhagavad-Gita, the interactions of these three attributes (Gunas) contribute to the creation of mental make-up of an individual. In general, 'Sattva Guna' is referring to the qualities of an individual who work for betterment of the people and they are self-less. They are sensitive to others’ needs and work towards shared goals. ‘Rajas Guna’ is referring to the qualities of an individual who only think for himself or herself aiming for only ego, fame, name and power. ‘Tamas Guna’ is referring to the quality of an individual who are corrupted and driven by their personal interest, and willing to sacrifice anyone for his or her selfish goals. Based on the three gunas discussed, it was found that the definition of leadership communication provided by the Indians was consistent with ‘Sattva Guna’ which emphasized on the qualities of a leader as a person who possesses positive qualities, such as selflessness, aims to attain shared goals or vision, and works for the good of the people. The ‘Sattva’ attributes reflected by a leader is considered as an ethical characteristic that inspires followers can result in creation of positive perception among the follower. According to Kejriwal and Krishnan (2004), the ‘Sattva Guna’ proved to enhance transformational leadership that leads to change. In short, leadership communication could be defined as a process of showcasing selfless and ethical behaviour of a leader, motivating followers through effective communication skills with the follower, and practising inclusive leadership style which encourages feedback, suggestions and comments from followers that inspires them towards betterment.

Characteristics of Good Leadership Communication

The present study found that the ingredient for good leadership communication comprises of three main ideas which are consistent with the definition of leadership communication of Indians. The findings of the study indicated that the Indians emphasised on the positive characters of a leader, which includes selflessness, problem solver and ethical. A leader should communicate sincerely with the masses and work without expecting rewards, which means a leader should be able to communicate his or her ideas, vision, and policies in the interest and need of the masses or for the betterment of the society and nation. A selfless delivery, which aims for the betterment of people, will facilitate a leader to establish and maintain positive relationship with the followers. Through selfless delivery, a leader is expected to be able to identify and solve problems
pertaining to the masses. The present study clearly found that a leader needs to identify the problem in the society and solve it accordingly. Regards to that, the Indians highlighted that a leader should not be corrupted and his or her leadership should be transparent. This is because the informants believe that a leader should lead by example, thus, it is important for leaders to be ethical including being transparent. Transparency is perceived as a very important component of ethics by Indians as it provides a space for the followers to judge the ethics of a leader. A study conducted by Sinha and Kaur (1992) has pointed out a few qualities that reflect ‘Sattva Guna.’ They are transparency, passion, and betterment. Thus, this study found that transparency element that was highlighted by informants is consistent with the ‘Sattva Guna’ in the Indian philosophy. It proved that transparency boost the confidence of followers towards a leader.

The second component of the characteristics of good leadership communication is leadership style. This study classified inclusiveness or participatory leadership and critical thinking as the components of good leadership communication characteristics. The study discovers that a leader should practice inclusiveness which means he or she should treat the community as one without neglecting any groups of the community. Regards to that, a leader needs to get feedback, suggestion and treat all communities equally. In order to practice inclusiveness, a leader needs to be critical, which means he or she should be analytic in evaluating issues arise. A leader must to able make a rationale decision based on his evaluation towards certain issues. The ancient literature Bhagavad-Gita also has emphasised on social inclusiveness. In his writing on Bhagavad-Gita, Davis (2014) has highlighted the situation where ‘Lord Krishna’ was born in a tribe of cow herders which was a marginal community compared to Brahmins and Kshatriyas which reflects the social inclusiveness.

The third component is communication actions. It is important for a leader to produce positive outcomes out of the leadership communication process. Hence, a leader should be always fulfil his or her promises to the people. This is a very important quality to gain the confidence and trust of the people. Other than that, a leader must be able to control and manage different situations such as economy, social, and political issues which reflects the managerial skills of a leader. Therefore, in order to manage effectively, a leader should be an intellectual and a knowledgeable person. Lastly, this study also discovers that good leadership communication characteristics also involve selfless quality. This means a leader should prioritise his work commitment or duty for his people rather than his personal matters. To be selfless or work in the interest of the people, a leader needs a balanced emotional quotient. This is to ensure a leader makes a wise and ethical decision without any biases. As highlighted in the Bhagavad-Gita, one should perform their prescribed duties, be an example for others, and do for the good of others (Davis, 2014).

In summary, based on the Indians’ cultural perspective, the characteristics of good leadership communication consist of the practice of participatory leadership style, positive ethics and effective communication of a leader which motivates, inspires and create confidence among people towards social change. Based on the idea established, this discussion found to be relevant to the Indians’ religious philosophy that was emphasised in the Bhagavad-Gita whereby a leader encourages follower to give feedback, a leader must appear to be an effective communicator, courage and visionary, and practices a good ethics. These characteristics found to inspire and motivate followers to change both in terms of attitude and behaviour.
This study discovered that Mahathir is a transformational leader who shows the culturally-specific leadership communication that inspire the Indian community in Malaysia towards social change. The Malaysian Hindus perceived Mahathir’s leadership communication as culturally relevant to the Hindu Vedic philosophy. Therefore, although there are many negative issues pertaining to Mahathir and the Indian community, such as the marginalisation issue, the Malaysian Hindu still accept and influenced by Mahathir’s leadership communication due to the cultural specific leadership communication characteristics.

This study concludes that Mahathir’s leadership communication could be analysed through the seven characteristics of transformational leaders listed by Tichy and DeVanna (1990). Firstly, a transformational leader is a change agent. This situation could be associated with the character of Mahathir who was influential in changing the leadership of Tunku Abdul Rahman. Mahathir was critical towards the leadership of Tunku and boldly criticised policies implemented by Tunku. Another instance can be seen in Mahathir’s policies that emphasised industrialisation more than agriculture in order to develop the society and nation which was viewed as a positive effort by the Indians.

Secondly, transformational leaders can be assumed as courageous people. Mahathir was perceived as a determined leader in implementing his policies for the betterment of people and the nation. For instance, although he faced many criticisms during the implementation of various policies, he was very firm in defending his policies. In order to gain people’s support, he explained the rationales of his policies to the people and country. Specifically, during the economic crisis in 1998, Mahathir took a good decision which saved the country from great economic turmoil by stabilising Malaysian currency (Wain, 2012).

Thirdly, transformational leaders could be described as believers in people. A transformational leader believes that the people are capable to accomplish task given. As such, Mahathir empowered people through the visions he introduced. He urged people to work hard and achieve the visions he introduced. For instance, he emphasised on a set of ethics for civil servants by making amendments to General Orders. The guideline of a new code of ethics stressed more on moral values and attitude of the civil servants which includes cleanliness, efficiency, and trustworthiness. The code of ethics serves as a guideline for government officers to ensure the efficiency of the government sector. In Ahmad Atory (1997). Mahathir also encouraged creativity and innovation. Consistent with the idea, Mahathir introduced the Multimedia Super Corridor in 1992 to speed up the process of achieving the objectives of Vision 2020 and transformed Malaysia into a better nation. Thus, this programme emphasised creating a knowledge-based society which was aimed to cultivate creativity in people by providing wider access to information.

Next, transformational leaders are considered to be value driven. Consistent with the idea, Mahathir was perceived as a leader who fulfills his promises. For instance, Mahathir promised to build infrastructures such as Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA), Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC) and Putrajaya as a part of the modernisation process and he fulfilled the promises. He showed high determination and commitment to develop the society and nation.

Transformational leaders are lifelong learners which refer to the continuous self-learning and development. Mahathir, in his leadership era (1981-2003) appointed different panels of consultants to advise him on different matters. For instance, Mahathir appointed a panel of economic consultants to advise him on issues pertaining to the
economy. This reflects the characteristic of lifelong learning of Mahathir, who was willing to listen and receive advises and recommendations on issues pertaining to the nation.

Transformational leaders also have the ability to deal with complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty. Mahathir was perceived as a problem-solver. His policies and visions were aimed to solve issues pertaining to the society and nation. For instance, Mahathir has introduced the New Development Policy (NDP) to tackle socio-economic issues, specifically to sort economic imbalance between different ethnic groups which saw him as a problem-solver.

Lastly is visionary characteristic. Mahathir has introduced many visions for the people and nation, such as Vision 2020. Mahathir has established clear visions to transform the nation into a fully developed nation and communicated his expectations clearly to his people.

Conclusion
This study has provided the descriptions of the Hindus under the leadership of Mahathir. The present study revealed the Indians’ conception on leadership communication. It provides an insight about the Indians’ conception of leadership communication which could leads to the development of culture-specific leadership communication model. This study contributes to the body of knowledge, leadership communication, specifically from the minority followers’ cultural perspective. It shows that follower is playing an active role in the leadership communication process; specifically in determining the characteristics of leadership communication. It was evident that culture (religion philosophy) of the Indians influences their attitude and behaviour towards leadership communication for social change.

This study also provides a new dimension to leadership communication from multicultural context, specifically leadership communication of a leader from the majority community and followers from the minority. It was important to investigate leadership communication relationship of the majority and minority because culture of communities in multi-racial countries like Malaysia plays an important role in creating differences between ethnic groups. It was found that Mahathir’s leadership communication leads to social change among the Indians in Malaysia. Specifically, Mahathir’s leadership communication attribute, intercultural communication sensitivity contribute to the effectiveness of his leadership communication. This attribute embraces the difference of his followers including the Indians. This has smoothened the leadership communication process between Mahathir and Malaysian Indians Interestingly, it was found that Mahathir’s leadership communication is culturally-specific. It is consistent with the Indian Vedic philosophy of the Malaysian Hindus. Therefore, the Malaysian Hindus accept Mahathir’s leadership communication which leads to social change among the Indians. Interestingly, it was discovered that culture played an important role in the leadership communication process between Mahathir and the Indian community in Malaysia.
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